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The Salamander's Smile: Photography's Powerful Role
in Conservation

Spotted Salamander (Ambystoma maculatum). Photo: Dave Huth.

By Dave Huth

C

onservation has always been a collaborative enterprise.
Rachel Carson’s description of ecological interconnectedness seems also true of human efforts to protect and repair
nature: “In nature nothing exists alone.” The Amphibian Survival
Alliance’s 2015–16 Strategic Plan lines up with this theme, listing
“collaboration” as one of four core values.
Image-makers have long played a distinctive role in these collaborations. The work of conservation frequently includes visual
communicators, alongside field researchers, natural historians, experimental scientists and conservationists (not to mention the contributions of activists, politicians and concerned citizens).

Natural history has always included beautiful and precise images providing visual depictions
of biological subjects. Image from The Tailless Batrachians of Europe W.2 (1897-98). c\
Courtesy Biodiversity Heritage Library.

It seems to have always been so. In The Invention of Nature, historian Andrea Wulf explains the modern character of the fields of conservation, ecology, field research and science communication. She
does this by chronicling the influential legacy of early 19th century
Prussian naturalist Alexander Von Humboldt.
Humboldt appears remarkably contemporary in how his scientific observations and cautions about climate change (yes, even then)
always integrated elements of visual communication. Wulf writes
that Humboldt was driven to the brink of financial ruin by insisting on costly scientific diagrams and nature illustration to visually
enrich his publications.
Biological sciences have since relied on visual imagery: from the
exquisitely drawn visualizations of Ernst Haeckel (whose lasting
contributions and greatest controversies are remembered in terms
of pictures), to the finely detailed depictions of seemingly alien life
seen through Van Leeuwenhoek’s microscope, to Darwin’s tree of
life illustration in Origin, which established a familiar visual form
that science writer Carl Zimmer calls “a visual hypothesis.”
Today, pictures serve to illustrate, clarify and otherwise support
field notes, data display, scientific argument, political discourse,
commercial investment and appeals for social change. Conservation undertakes to align these activities, so perhaps it should be
expected that photography can play a key role.
“Science communication” is a widely discussed subject across
many disciplinary specialties of both science and communication.
The National Academy of Sciences made this discussion a priority
in a series of 2012–2013 colloquia on The Science of Science Communication. Presenters described science communication as a crucially
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important two-way conversation conducted between scientists
and the public.
This important conversation is also challenging. “Not only are
scientists just one of many stakeholders vying for access to the
public agenda,” wrote the colloquium co-organizers in a press
statement, “but the political debates … may sometimes confront
scientists with unfamiliar and uncomfortable discussions involving religious values, partisan interests and even the trustworthiness of science.”
These challenges are familiar to Gabby Salazar, a science educator who regularly incorporates photography in her conservation
practice. “If we want public audiences to make informed decisions
about issues like climate change or environmental health,” Salazar
says, “we have to help people understand the scientific process and
how the results of scientific research may be relevant to their daily
lives.”
During her term as president of the North American Nature Photography Association, a group with a history of uniting scientists
and photographers, Salazar promoted photography as serving a
common cause between disparate fields. Connecting ecologists
and photographers with common interests, Salazar says, “we can
act as a bridge between many different disciplines.”
Many conservation projects build these bridges through photography’s ability to evoke emotions. “Sometimes, photography tells
stories more effectively than words,” says Brett Amy Thelen, science director at the Harris Center for Conservation Education, a
local land trust and conservation education organization in New
Hampshire.

Much of Thelen’s work coordinates citizen science efforts, such
as a “Salamander Crossing Brigade” program, which enlists local
residents to protect migrating amphibians from automobile traffic.
At public presentations about the program, audiences at first “nod
politely,” comprehending but not emotionally connected. Then,
once Thelen projects photos of the amphibians, “the polite nods
turn into awwwwws and gasps. People are instantly drawn in, instantly interested, in a way they weren’t before seeing the photo.”
Sometimes, biological research and photography are accomplished by the same person. JP Lawrence, a Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Mississippi, does field work related to anuran speciation in French Guiana, Panama and Australia. Perhaps because a
large portion of his work relates to frogs’ color patterns, photography is a useful tool for practicing science in addition to communicating about it.
“Photography gives us a way to remember particular conditions
for a particular situation,” Lawrence says of his research. Photography can also assist in taking measurements under controlled
conditions.
“I’ve used photos to take length measurements on small frogs… I
can use photos to assess degree of [visual] conspicuousness in their
natural environment. I can even use photos to assess how frogs
look to different animals that perceive color in different ways,”
Lawrence says.
Others in a new generation of Ph.D. candidates studying amphibians, such as Andrew Snyder, also at the University of Mississippi,
and Todd Pierson at the University of Tennessee, agree that photography is increasingly becoming a powerful tool for scientists.

A skilled photographer will carefully choose lenses and compositions that depict important ecological relationships, such as linking this Giant River Toad (Bufo asper) with its habitat
by a stream in the Indonesian rainforest. Photo: Gabby Salazar.
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Experimenting with photographic techniques such as “wide angle macro,” an ecologically-minded photographer will often capture details of an organism’s appearance along with many
surrounding environmental details. Photo: Andrew Snyder.

Composite images can clearly and aesthetically summarize aspects of research findings, such as this documentation of color morph variety of Oophaga pumilio from Bocas del Toro,
Panama. Photo: JP Lawrence.
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Underwater field photography provides more opportunities to make otherwise difficult observations of
aquatic species and their behaviors without setting up the artificial conditions of tanks and other enclosures.
Pacific Chorus Frog (Pseudacris regilla). Photo: Steven Johnson.

Pierson names specialized photographic technologies for expanding into new research methods, “from landscape-scale satellite imagery to citizen science-powered bioinventory projects
like HerpMapper,” which incorporates important photographic
metadata routinely included in GPS-enabled cameras, like those in
mobile phones.
Snyder explores ways that photography can be of particular support to work with amphibians. He encourages scientists who collect specimens for scientific research to capture dorsal and ventral
images of each individual.
“Many colors in preservation disappear over time,” Snyder cautions, “making the ability to discern subtle pattern differences very
difficult, if not impossible.” Recording documentary photos of an
amphibian’s life coloration, associated with the voucher specimen,
can be valuable for future research.
Many of those working in scientific, conservation and photographic partnerships see photography as specially suited to communicating about amphibians.
For Clay Bolt, a natural history and conservation photographer
employed as communications lead for World Wildlife Fund’s
Northern Great Plains Program, the cryptic lives of most amphibian species calls for special efforts of visual communication.
“Amphibians are often small, nocturnal, or living in places that
are generally inaccessible to most of us,” says Bolt. He echoes a

common challenge of many conservation communicators: “When
it comes to conservation, the old adage ‘out of sight, out of mind’
rings true.”
Bolt sees photography as a method for making visible the invisible. “The more often we can put intriguing imagery of unseen species in front of the public, the better the opportunity for inspiring
others to take up the flag of conservation.”

Photographers can be valuable members of survey teams for important conservation
projects. This Phyllomedusa bicolor was documented as part of a biodiversity assessment
of the Berbice, Guyana forests that fall within an area owned by a logging concession.
Photo: Andrew Snyder.
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Field photography can often capture contextual information difficult or impossible to document in laboratory or highly controlled situations, such as this adult Ring-necked Snake
(Diadophis punctatus) eating a Cumberland Dusky Salamander (Desmognathus abditus) on Tennessee’s Cumberland Plateau, or a nest of Black-bellied Salamander eggs (Desmognathus
quadramaculatus) near hatching in southwest Virginia. Photos: Todd Pierson.

Andrew Snyder agrees with the importance of documenting
the unseen. He thinks people respond to visual expressions of
how many species of frogs there are, the unique ecological niches
they fill and the special adaptations they have evolved. “Without
images, people are far less likely to notice subtle differences that
make frogs so appealing to amphibian researchers.” This can lead
to understanding a species’ specialness, and thus contribute to its

A photographic approach for small subjects like amphibians is the increasingly popular
Meet Your Neighbours Field Studio technique (http://meetyourneighbours.net/) showing
close details under clear lighting on a white background. Photo: Dave Huth.

Conservation photographer Clay Bolt hauls his photographic equipment deep into the
field on a herpetology survey along the Rupununi River, Guyana. Photo: Andrew Snyder.

conservation.
There can be practical complications to incorporating photography into fieldwork. One is an increase in the amount (and carrying
weight) of technical gear. Engineering advances in miniaturizing
digital tools can help lighten the load, but it remains a tech-heavy
practice.
“I typically will hike for many miles every day, with lots of
weight on my shoulders in my backpack,” Snyder says of his tropical field research, adding that it depends on whether he’ll be photographing frogs, collecting scientific data, or both.
“As much as I want to just pass out in my hammock [at the end
of a long day], I need to make sure all of my gear is safely put away,
and raised off of the ground, in the event of a massive rain event.”
JP Lawrence also sometimes double-packs for the field. “Often
the scientific research I do is observational, so I can get away with
doing science while having all of my photography equipment on
my back.”
However, Lawrence frequently works alone, so double-packing
can be impractical. “There are times where I have to separate the
two. I will do my scientific experiments and leave my photography
equipment, [or] vice versa.”
This compromise can frustrate Lawrence’s photographic goals,
because wildlife photo-ops are typically spontaneous. “There have
been plenty of opportunities where I missed the chance… because
I was otherwise occupied doing scientific observations,” Lawrence
says.
Perhaps because of these challenges, partnerships with photography specialists are common.
Steven Johnson, a professional conservation photographer and
chair of the department of Visual and Communication Arts at Eastern Mennonite University in Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley, teaches
photography coursework to prepare students for these partnerships.
Johnson begins by getting students out of the classroom to experience the environments that ecologists study and for which
conservationists advocate. “When you are immersed in a chilly
mountain stream tracking an elusive salamander,” he reports, “it
is about as far from the culture of standardized tests as possible.”
Once Johnson’s students become attuned to the natural world,
he connects them with work that is enriched by their photographic
expertise. “We work with partner organizations on important realworld projects,” Johnson says.
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Prof. Steve Johnson (left) guides a group of conservation photography students in
documenting stream habitats in Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley. Photo: Caleb Schlabach.

Johnson’s students have partnered with science faculty on a
grant-funded project studying best practices for stream restoration.
Another group partnered with the Virginia Wilderness Committee
documenting at-risk ecosystems in the path of the proposed Atlantic Coast Pipeline.
“After the pipeline company dismissed scientific surveys of the
salamander habitat as being outdated, one of our partners pulled
out images my students had just made,” Johnson says. “This completely changed the tone of the conservation.”
The claim that conservation faces problems of overwhelming
scale, complexity, longevity and interconnectedness feels like an

understatement to many who work with these problems. A particular challenge is how quickly the scale of these issues renders
them abstract and difficult to grasp for non-specialists.
Gabby Salazar says she thinks communicating well about anything with this level of complexity requires all methods available.
She says she believes photography’s special character—to focus
on details with documentary clarity, while simultaneously drawing audiences to a larger picture through artistic appeal—makes it
especially well suited for conservation. “Compelling conservation
photographs can move people to care about abstract environmental issues that may be far removed from their daily lives,” she says.
Brett Amy Thelen values the documentary information inherent
in a photograph for quality control when volunteer surveyors of
vernal pools identify egg masses by species. A volunteer’s photograph contains the precision and clarity for trained scientists to
later verify correct IDs. This improves the quality of collected data,
and increases confidence in citizen science initiatives.
When speaking of photography’s additional capabilities, Thelen
refers to the emotional evocations of “the grandeur of a protected
landscape, the look of concentrated joy on a child’s face when she’s
discovered a really cool frog, the irrepressible charm of a Spotted
Salamander’s smile.” This range of communication capacity can be
vital for conservation work in need of just such range.
The story of conservation communication is long, with many
chapters. When photographers are among the collaborators telling
that story, they contribute a reach and depth that are difficult to
obtain in other ways.
Todd Pierson is enthusiastic about what photography can offer.
“Photography is a great tool for demonstrating the beauty and
uniqueness of amphibians to those who don’t otherwise see them,”
Pierson says. “The conservation of amphibians is important for a
host of utilitarian reasons, but we should also care about the aesthetic value that they provide.”
Clay Bolt agrees, and thinks photography can go even further.
“Conservation is also about more abstract realities, such as ecosystems, climate patterns, social trends. The ultimate goal is to move
people to care enough to take action and stand up for species and
ecosystems in peril.”
Bolt says he finds the most value in keeping this end goal in mind.
“Sometimes this can be done very effectively through beautiful images, and sometimes it comes when a portfolio of destruction has
been revealed,” he says. “The best strategy is to tell the story of a
species or place as honestly as possible. If you follow that thread
and give the story time, the right elements will find their way into
the final story.”

Fast visual documentation in the field was successfully tested for individual spot pattern ID
during a Spotted Salamander (Ambystoma maculatum) migration event in New Hampshire
(USA). Photo: Brett Amy Thelen/Harris Center for Conservation Education.
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Salamander (Ambystoma maculatum). Photo: Dave Huth.

